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Abstract

We use a 32 cm plasma electrode Poekels cell (PEPC) prototype at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) to determine switching performance in the presence of external magnetic fields. The interaction with external
magnetic fields is important because of the B-fields generated by the high current flow through amplifier flashlamp arrays,
and their proximity to the PEPC. We have experimentally determined what is the inaximum allowable magnetic induction for
good PEPC operation, and then we calculate the magnk.tic induction generated by a flashlamp array to determine the
minimum PEPC to amplifier spacing. We have also experimentally determined the effect of a tandem PEPC placement. We
consider several cathode designs. We revisit the hollow cathode design and we investigate the tradeoffs between the hollow
cathode and planru magnetron. The recent development of a metallic body for the fiture 1x2 PEPC has led us to do
experiments with a biased boundary in the PEPC. Experimental results of various biasing potentials and dielectric coating
materials for the PEPC body are discussed.

1. Calculation of B-fields generated by amplifier flashlamp arrays

If a magnetic field is imposed perpendicular to a current flow in a plasm% J @ B forces will push the plasma in
direction’s perpendicular to the current flow. In the case of the Poekels cell this would mean either a pinching of the plasma
column or a push toward or away from the KDP crystal at the center of the two plasma columns. This is the case for the NIF
CDR design and is illustrated in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1 PEPCorientationfor the NIF baselinedesign.

Initially, we did numerical calculations for the magnetic fields generated horn a flashlamp array using the 2D Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) code Maxwell. With this code, the fields from a booster amplifier could not be calculated since the booster
amplifier does not lie in the same plane as the amplifier close to the Pockels cells. Here, we use exact solutions for the
magnetic vector potential A and magnetic induction B for finite length current elements. The solution for an array of these
elements is simply the addition of the vector fields generated by each individual element. Using this technique we can
calculate the fields in 3 D for any flashlamp array at any location in 3 space. The magnetic potential due to a current density J
can be written as.

*This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department Of Energy
by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405 -Eng-48.



(1.1)

Equation 1.1 can be simplified if we assume a thin wire current element. Using Ampere’s circuital law, we can convince
ourselves that this a valid assumption if the area of interest is outside the actual diameter of the wire. With this being the case
for the flashlarnp array of a NW amplifier (i.e. no flashlamps overlap either each other or the Pockels cell), Equation 1.1
becomes,
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where I is the total current through the wire, and R is the distance from element all’. With the current flowing in the z
direction agd using Figure 1.2, Equation 1.2 becomes in Cartesian coordinates,

Figure 1.2 Schematic of current loop.

(1.3)

where L is the length of the current element. Equation 1.3 has a solution in closed form and is given by

Az=iiz$ln
[
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The magnetic induction B is given simply by



B= VXA, (1.5)

which for the case of a current in the z direction, gives the vector components B, snd By At thk point the equations for B
become lengthy and will not be written. Figure 1.2 is configured as a rectangle current loop because that is approximately the
way the fla.shlamps are configured for NIF. For the case of the amplifier assembly the ffashlamps arc configured such that the
flashlarnps are pulsed in pairs and elechically connected in series. Like that of Figure 1.1, the current in each flashlamp flows
in oppesitc directions. Thk gives some degree of canceling effects of the magnetic forces and fields. To make the model
more accurste, we also included tbe wires connecting the pair of flashlamps in the mndel. ‘fMs gives a rectangular cumcnt
loop for each pair of flashlamps. We now have the magnetic potential components A, and A, and the magnetic induction
components B,, Bn snd B,. It is assumed that a coax cable is used to bring the current to the pair of tlashkamps and thus no
field is induced by tbe incoming current. The total magnetic potential and induction am now the sum of all the flsshlamp
pairs in the amplifier sssembly. In other words, the total is the sum of Equation 1.4 and the results of Equation 1.5 offset for
the location of each pair of tlashlsmps in the amplifier assembly. For example, the total magnetic potential in the z direction
could be written as

AT~t~l = ~~~Az(x-xo,Y-YO, Z-zO). (1.6)
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Using tMs approach, we calculated the msgnetic vector potentird A rmd induction Bdue tn the NIF amplifier flashlamps. As a
check on the mathematics, we msde a comparison between the FEA 2D cnde MsxweO snd the analytical results. For the
comparison we calculated the magnitude of the induction for a single amplifier army using both Maxwell and our analytical

approach. Since M~well is a 2D c~e. we set the len@ of tie fl=hl~ps in Equations 1.4 and 1.5 to large number such ss
1000 meters. The numerical and analytical results agree to witiln 1 %. We did Calculations for a 12x4x5 amplitier
flashlamp army and, not surprisingly, the maximum field was determined to be at the plsne that cuts the flaahlsmps in two.
Using Figure 1.1 as a reference, the plane would be they, z, plane centered at the mid-plane of the fls.shlamps. For the NIF
baseline and a flashlamp current of 28 kA, the calculated magnitude of the magnetic field and the flux lines are given in
Figure 1.3.
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F@m 1.3 Magneticfieldmagnitide gmerstsd by a 12x4x5NWbssclinesmplifierflsshlamparray.

The two lines of Figure 1.3 represent the space allotted for the PEPC in the original NfF baseline design. WM thk Irehg the
csse, the magnitude of the field generated by flashlamps is in the 30-50 Gauss range. Thk is well in excess of the 10 Gauss
field that we experimentally predict to have a significant effect on the plasma. For the NfF baseline case, the flashlamps in
Figure 1.3 have inherently alternating current directions along the horizontal axis due to the fact that the flashlamps are



connected in pairs as current loops. However, along the vertical dkection of F@re 1.3 the current is not alternating from
lamp to lamp. We found that alternating the current tiom lamp to lamp in both the horizontal and vertical direction optimized
the cancellation effect and can significantly reduce the field levels. One can reduce the magnetic field levels even more by
increasing the dkance from the amplifier array. A schematic of the two cases is given in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4 f%shlampcurrentdirectionandfieldmagnitude for the NIF baaelinecmc and
the case wherefieldcancellationis optimized.

We show The actual calculation for the right hattd sided mae of Figura 1.4 with Figure 1.5
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F@Um1.5 Magnitudeof the magneticfieldwithalternatingtlashlampcurrent in all directions.

The vertical line in F@e. 1.5 is the gives a field magnitude of< 3 Gauss, which from experiments, should not significantly
impact the PE~ operation. For the case of NIF, the amplifier next to the PEPC waa eliminated and interference from
flashlamp arrays is no longer an issue, however we have demonsmated that one must take into consideration the effect.s of
flashlamps when placing the PEPC next to a large laser amplifier.



2. PEPC experiments wfth external B-fields

To determine the effect of an extcmal field on the PEPC operation, we have constructed an experiment on a 32 cm
aperture prototype Pockels cell. We arc conccmcd here with magnetic fields perpendicular to the current flow in the PEPC,
where the forces will cause the plasma to either pinch or be forced from the face of the crystal. The external magnetic field is
generated by a two coils on either side of the PEPC. We mounted the coils around the cell in two configurations giving a

~~etic field in tie two diitions P$Wn~lculm to c~nt flOWin the pE~. A photo~ph of the two configurations is
shown in F@’e 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Experimental setup to simulate external magnetic fields on the 32 cm aperture
prototype. PEPC. In both photogmpbs the anode is on the right and cathode
is on tbe left.

Each tield coil consists of 17 windings of 10 gauge copper wire. The coils can b used at either DC or pulsed mcde. In EC
operation the coils can genem,tc a field of 12 Gauss and in puked mode the coils can generate a field of up to 100 Gauss. We
show the measured extinction ratio for the case of 40 Gauss in both pe.rpcndiculardirections in Figure 2.2.
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Figure2.2 Mummedextinctionratio (E.R.)fora 40 Gaussexternalmagneticfield
(NIFbaselinecase).

In each extinction ratio plot the cathode is on the left and the mmle is on the right. The dkection of tbe magnetic field is
parallel to the page for the case on the left and perpendicular to the page for tbe Figure on the right. Both field components
are perpendicular to current flow as in the NLF design. The PEPC operation is severely disrupted in the presence of a 40
Gauss field in either direction. Figure 2.3 shows results for an external field of 11 Gauss.
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P@?. 2.3 Measuredextinctionratio (RR.) for a 11Gausscxtcmalmagneticfield.

The cross pattern that is seen on tbe extinction ratio plots is due to the stress induced birc!iingenw. in the window of the
PEPC. The comers of the windows have greater stress and more biretiingence snd, therefore, more depolarization. Whh an
external field of 11 Gauss, the PEPC operation still dces not resch the NfF specification of an E.R. of greater than. 50 all
across the aperture. As shown by Figure 2.3, the upper and lower right band comer of the right plot, and tbe lower left had
comer of the Ieti plot show awhchlng deficiencies. We found that fields in the By direction dkrupt the PEPC performance
more than those in the Bz direction. We Iowercd the external field to 3 Gauss and the resulting E.R. plots are given in F@re
2.4.
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Figure2.4 Measuredexdncdonratio03.R.)for a 3 Gaussexternalmagneticfield.

The E.R.’s 2.4 easily meet the NIF specification of a greater thrm 50 E.R. across the whole apmturc. We have determined that
a maximum of a 5 Gauss magnetic field can hc tolerated by the 32 cm PEPC prototype.

Another concern is how the magnetic fields generated by the current flowing through a PEPC effect the performance of an
sdjacent PEPC. To address this concern we constructed a PEPC simulator and placed it on top of tbe 32 cm prototype PEPC.
TM experiment is shown in F@ue 2.5.



Rgurc 2.5 32 cm PEPCpmtoty~ withPEPCsimulatorplacedon top.

The simulator is identical to the 32 cm prototype with the exception that the plasma is simulated by an aluminum plate. We
puked the simulator with a separate PFN at the same current levels as the PEP(7 underneath. Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the
switching performance of the PEPC when the simulator is on and off.

Figure2.6 ExtinctionRatioplot with the simulatoroff.



Figure 2.7 ExtinctionRatioplot withrhesimulatoron.

We found that there was no discernible effect on switchhg with tmrdem PEPC operstion. We even went so fsr ss to over
current the simulator by as much as 50%, and we still did not see an adverse effect. We have concluded that the interaction
between adjacent PEPC cells does not effect the PEPC optical petfonmmce.

3. Experiments with phmr magnetron and hoUow cathodea

In order to lower the costs and increase pumping efficiency for N3F, the individual beams are packed tightly. As the
beam spacing is minimized, the carfrcde rind anodes must bc made smsller andlor plsced closer to the optical aperture The
physical space necessary for a cathode design bccomea an important criterion. Plasma non-uniformity’s in and near the
cathode sheath region significantly degrsde PWC pcrfonmmce. ‘Ilk precludes the placement of cathodes to close to the
optical aperture. Our definition of cathode to KDP standoff is illusmated in F@re 3.1. We have done experiments to
determine the overall pmforrnance of seversl magnetron cathcdes, and hollow cathode designs, and have determined the
stand-off requirements for each design. To determine the standoff requirements, we placed the cathodes were over the edge
of the optical aperture, and we recorded the effects on switching performance. F@re 3.2 is an extinction rstio plot of our
standard planar magnetron design. Here, we show both the on state of tbe PEPC, or switch in to the amplifier, and tbe off
state of the PEPC, whlcb is the case were the pulse is switched out of the regenerative mnplifier. The plots of F@rre 3.2 show
that the planar magnetron cathmie requires a minimum of 4.8 cm standoff to meet the NIF spccitication of minimum
extinction ratio of 50:1. This large space requirctmnt is offset by the fact that the planar magnetron can bc made thin. We
have mied several other magnetron designs such as, a thinner platter magnetron and a magnetron consisting of only one row of
magnets, and have seen similar or slightly worse results. The extinction ratio plots for a large 3.68 cm depth bellow cathode
are given in Figure 3.3. Tbe bellow cathode requires significant y less standoff than that of the magnetron cathode. ‘Ilk
small standoff requirement is offset by tbe fact that the hollow cathode is a large device and requires

‘n ‘ii:

Figutf3.1 Cathodeto KDPstandoff



Figure3.2 Extinctionratioplotsfor the planarmagnetroncathode.

F@re 3.3 Extinctionratioplotsfor the 3.68cm depthhollowcathcde.

more physical space than that of a magnetron catbcde. We have tested a 2.54 cm depth hollow catbcde in an effort to reduce
the physical size of the cathode. The extinction ratio plots of this experiment arc.shown in Figure 3.4. A decrease in hollow
cathode depth yields the worst performance of all of the cathcde designs. In all of the experiments we have found that the

overall performance of the large depth hollow cathode is better than that of the magnetrons. The hollow cathode exhibits
belter plasma uniformity and switching uniformity, but operates at a pressure of lCO mTorr instead of the 35 mTorr of a
magnetron cathode. The higher pressure tends to make it easier for the plasma to leak to ground through the vacuum system.
This can be circumvented by an increase in the baftling of the vacuum system, but this may he at a cost to the PEPC base
pressure, We are currently designing a NfF 4x1 prototype that will be able to accommodate all of tbe cathode designs. With
this configuration we will Lwable to determine the tradeoffs in space, performance, and pressure.
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twi-e 3.4 Extinctionratioplotfor a 2.54 cm depthhollowcathcde.

4. Boundary pntenthl bfaa experiments

The next generation 2x1 PEPC bndy is msde from aluminum instead of the previous designs that were made from a
dielectric substance. The current cost for a glass cell is prohibitive and plaatics do not have the required mechanical rigidiy.
TM poses two problems. A suitable dlelectic coating must be found to prevent arcing to the cell walls at the boundaries of
the plasma, and the potential of tbe bndy can be at any of the three potentials of the cathcde, ancde, or floating. We have
performed expcrimenta with the 32 cm prototype, placing metal plates on the top and bottom wall with two different coatings
and at the different boundary pacntials. The two coatings are hard anodization, which is the current coating on tbe 1x2 PEPC
body, and a coating called parylene. We have determined with expcrimenta that a 50 urn parylene coating is capable of
boldhg off-18 kV and a 100 urn hard ancdkation coating is capable of holding off-1000 V. Parylene is a vapor deposited
coating that will peel if scratched while hard anodkation is much more durable. We have found that a parylene coating is
much less susceptible to peeling if the surface underneath is anodized. We attribute thk to the fact that the anodkcd coating
is porous, giving the parylene more surface area to cling to.

The boundary potential options are illustmtcd in Figure 4.1. Since wc usc baflaat resistors on tbe segmented anodes there
are two possible anode potentials. Wkh the operating parametcra of the 32 cm prototyf% the voltage drop across the ballast
resistors is -600 V at the peak of the current pulse. A picture of one configuration where plates are placed into the PEPC is
shown in Figure 4.2. We found that placing the plates at cathcde potential increased the amount of plasma pinching and
created an area of deficient switching in the comer near the ancde.

\/

F@C 4.1 %hematicof the possiblepotentialthe PEW body could be set tn.



We show thk in the plasma image plots and extinction ratio plots of F@re 4.3. For the case of the data of Figure 4.3, and for
the rest of the data presented, there is only one plate at the top of the cell. WMt the potential of the plate floating, there is
slightly less pinching and only a slight degradation of switching p’formance in the upper comer near the anode. We ahow
thk data in Figure 4.4. The results for the plate at anode potential are shown in Figure 4.5. There is a noticeable decrease in
plasma pinching and no degradation in the switching in the upper comer. We achieved the same results with the plate set to
the ancde hus potential, however the anodized coating broke down in several places. Ilk breakdown damage consisted of -1
mm spots where the coating was ablated away.

Figure4.3 Plasmaimagesnd messuredextinctionratio fora plateplaceat the top of the cell at the cathcde potentiat.

klgure4.4 plasma imageand measuredextinctionratiofor a plateplaceat the top of tbe cell at the tloating pntential.



F&ure4.4 Pfasmaimageand measuredextinctionratio for a plateplaceat the top of the cell at the anodepntential.

The most unforeseen result of these experiments waa when the damaged plate was placed back to the ancde potential Tire
plate did not arc even in areas were the coating was ablated. We even went so fac as to physically scratch the andlzed
coating to simulate mechanical damage, and the plate still dld not arc. We did all of the above experiments with parylene
coated plates and achieved the same results with the exception that the coating did not breakdown when the plate waa
connected to the annde bus potential. Since the anodkd coating did not breakdown when the plate was placed at annde
potential regardless of whether or not it waa damaged, we will first run the 2x1 PEPC in thk configuration.

5. ConcIuaiOn

Experiments have ahovm tit the PEPC is sensitive to external magneticfields greater than 5 Gauss. TMa is an
important fact to consider when placing a PEPC near a source of magnetic fields like that of a flaahlamp array. For a NIF
12x4x5 amplifier flaahlamp array, with the currents alternating in all directions, the amplifier to PEPC spacing must be
greater than 1.6 meters. We have also completed experiments that show that the magnetic fields generated by individual
PEPC’S to not effect the performance of adjacent cells. We have revisited the hollow cathcde and have done experiments
showing better performance at the pressure. or 100 mTorr instead of 35 mTorr. The hollow cathode needs less cathode to
optical aperture. standoff and exhlbks better plaama and awitchhg uniformity. The tradeoffs are.an increase in cathcde size in
a Incation that requires small size, and the higher operating pressure of 100 mTorr requires more baffling to prevent plasma
leakage to ground through the vacuum system. We have done experiments showing that biasing a boundary at the anode
potential actually improves PEPC performance. An anodized coating does not breakdown with a boundary at ancde potential,
even in the case of a damaged coating. Based on these results we me first configuring tbe next generation 2x 1 PEPC with an
anndized aluminum bcdy.
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